AVZ Blog (June 2022) Drug driving, rehabilitation and driving bans
Should drug drivers be rehabilitated?
This is the question that the Department for Transport (DfT) is asking. Their consultation “Protecting
the public from repeat drug-driving offenders: call for evidence” seeks views on the use of
rehabilitation schemes for high risk drug drive offenders.
Action Vision Zero (AVZ) thinks it is an easy question. Britain has been rehabilitating high risk drink
drive offenders for decades. Why shouldn’t high risk drug drivers also have this chance. After all, the
consultation reports that
 44% of drug drivers are re-offenders
 Drink drive rehabilitation programme reduces re-offending.
So this sounds like a good way to help keep unsafe drivers off our roads.

Reconsider bans
There is though room for improvement with the rehabilitation schemes. At present attendance on a
rehabilitation scheme results in a reduction of the disqualification period. This is the incentive used
to get drink drivers to attend as they cannot be forced. This should be reconsidered. Reductions in
fines could be an alternative. Or those who attended a rehabilitation scheme (remember these are
the high-risk offenders) could get their licence back early only if it came with restrictions, such as no
night-time driving allowed or a telematics-based system that recorded driving speeds, braking, etc.
AVZ wants to see much greater use of driving bans, including with drug driving.

What about those drivers who cause death or serious injury?
DfT also asks if drivers convicted of causing death or serious injury whilst under the influence of
drink/drugs should be offered rehabilitation schemes. This would be in addition to any prison
sentence served.
AVZ does not object to this. But we do not think drivers convicted of causing death by dangerous
driving or by careless driving whilst under the influence of drink/drugs should ever be allowed to
drive again.

More needed
Rehabilitation programmes only address the high-risk offenders, including repeat offenders. More is
needed to deter drug driving, despite the increase in drug driving detection.

Drug driving prosecutions soared by 54% in the last year with over 21,000 drug drivers prosecuted
(MoJ, 2022). But there was wide variation across police services with:





Nottinghamshire having the highest increase with 378 drug drivers prosecuted in 2021,
compared to 76 in 2020 (397% increase);
Next was Gloucestershire with an increase of 179%;
38 police service areas reported an increase but four showed a decrease;
The greatest fall was in Warwickshire (-58% decrease) where only 17 drug drivers were
prosecuted in 2021, compared to 40 in 2020. The other areas reporting a decrease were
Norfolk (-34%), Suffolk (-8%) and West Mercia (-9%).

See Table 1 at the end of this blog for data from the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) on drug driving
prosecutions and bans by police service area.
AVZ’s response argues for a wider approach to deterring drug driving, including mandatory
drink/drug testing after fatal/serious injury collisions. We also want to see the offenders contribute
more to the costs of drug driving enforcement and pay for the impairment tests.
And the reasons for any ban exemptions should be documented. Driving bans are supposed to be
mandatory for drug driving offenders. In England and Wales, 96% of convicted drug drivers were
banned in 2021, but this fell to 88% in Kent.

What is not needed
DfT’s consultation also asks about support for two new charges:



Causing death by dangerous driving whilst under the influence of drink and/or drugs
Causing serious injury by driving whilst under the influence of drink and/or drugs, or failing
to provide a specimen.

Note: the proposed causing serious injury offence does not include mention of dangerous driving (as
in the causing death offence proposed). No explanation was given for this.
These two new charges were proposed by the Expert Panel.
AVZ appreciates the need for better data on motoring offences and casualties but this is a wider
need. It does not justify new offences.
The new charges are not needed for tougher sentencing. The government has already proposed to
increase the maximum custodial sentence to lifetime for causing death by dangerous driving and for
causing death by careless driving whilst under the influence of drink and/or drugs. The sentencing
guidelines can be updated to reflect tougher sentences for impaired drivers.
AVZ responded that any new criminal charges should be considered as part of wider review of
motoring offences.

Any suggestions?
See our response to DfT’s consultation.
Note-this has not been a key issue for AVZ. Drink and drug driving have long been considered priority
offences by the police. AVZ’s Roads Policing campaign has focused on making the case for careless
and dangerous driving to be police priorities, and for speed enforcement to focus on lower speed
roads, i.e. those most used by people cycling and walking.
So, any ideas on how to strengthen our draft response? We would love to hear them. The
consultation closes 28th June. See here for more information and the link to the DfT consultation.

Source: MoJ (2022), Criminal Justice System statistics quarterly: December 2021, Motoring Data Tool

